Interactions between immunity and metabolism - contributions from the metabolic profiling of parasite-rodent models.
A combined interdisciplinary research strategy is even more crucial in immunology than in many other biological sciences in order to comprehend the closely linked interactions between cell proliferation, molecular signalling and gene rearrangements. Because of the multi-dimensional nature of the immune system, an abundance of different experimental approaches has developed, with a main focus on cellular and molecular mechanisms. The role of metabolism in immunity has been underexplored so far, and yet researchers have made important contributions in describing associations of immune processes and metabolic pathways, such as the central role of the l-arginine pathway in macrophage activation or the immune regulatory functions of the nucleotides. Furthermore, metabolite supplement studies, including nutritional administration and labelled substrates, have opened up new means of manipulating immune mechanisms. Metabolic profiling has introduced a reproducible platform for systemic assessment of changes at the small-molecule level within a host organism, and specific metabolic fingerprints of several parasitic infections have been characterized by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The application of multivariate statistical methods to spectral data has facilitated recovery of biomarkers, such as increased acute phase protein signals, and enabled direct correlation to the relative cytokine levels, which encourages further application of metabolic profiling to explore immune regulatory systems.